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COMPANION CONTROL INTERFACE FOR SMART DEVICES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. application no. 13/115,363, filed May 25, 2011.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention is generally related to remote control devices for controlling various systems. More specifically, the present invention relates to remote control devices and controlling systems used in conjunction with smart devices (e.g. smart phones).

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] General automation systems are becoming more and more prevalent in homes, office buildings, hotels, and other facilities. Typical present day automation systems have the capability to provide the coordinated control of heating and/or cooling systems, security systems, audiovisual systems, lighting systems, appliances, communication systems, etc. For example, it is not uncommon for residential structures to have audiovisual systems which provide music and/or programming to multiple locations throughout the structure. A coordinated heating/cooling system could also be included to allow programmed control of the building temperature. Similarly, office buildings often have the need for audiovisual systems in conference rooms which provide media management, and data communications capabilities. An audiovisual control system may also include a network computer, thus providing the additional ability to access networks and/or the Internet via audiovisual displays. In yet another example, hotels and multi-unit residential facilities may incorporate automated systems to provide communication between rooms and a centralized service system providing desired amenities (concierge services, room service, etc.) In this example, each residence may
include an interface unit interacting with a main desk, thus easily allowing messages and information to be easily communicated as necessary. Further, entertainment programming could likewise be distributed utilizing this same system, with programming being provided to individual rooms by a central system and played via in-room equipment.

[0004] Remote controls are widely utilized in many of the above-mentioned control systems. Remote control devices are becoming more and more sophisticated, providing additional convenience, capabilities and features. For example, compact displays in remote control devices are becoming more efficient and effective, thus providing the ability to clearly display significant amounts of information in a relatively small area. Additionally, processing power continues to increase, thus providing the ability to include relatively complex processors within compact remote control devices. Other notable features of present day remote controls include the ability to cooperate with multiple different devices as desired. As can be anticipated, several options are available which allow for the development of extremely powerful remote control devices.

[0005] With increased power and capability comes the added complexity of programming and/or operating these remote control devices. The ability to clearly communicate information required for a user to program or operate a handheld remote must be balanced with the need to keep these devices an appropriate and ergonomically acceptable size. Even with the continuing development in compact displays, the available area for conveying complex and often confusing information to the user is limited.

[0006] In addition, modern day handheld devices have become increasingly powerful. Examples of these devices include smart phones, music players, electronic tablets, etc. More specifically, these devices include the iPhone™, iPod Touch™ and iPad™ devices (manufactured and sold by Apple Inc.), smart phones and tablets by Blackberry™, Android™ phones and tablets, and touch screen devices by Motorola, Samsung and others. These devices all include processors
capable of performing multiple tasks and supporting many different "applications". One particular application allows these devices to control various devices using network connections such as WIFI or cellular networks. Using those communication techniques, these devices are able to transmit control signals to audio/visual equipment either directly via IP or using an additional hardware interface box. In essence, the user has the ability to utilize the interface of the handheld device to provide control signals to additional components.

[0007] When using this "remote control application" to control additional equipment, smart devices have a number of shortcomings. Most significantly, the handheld device must be running the actual remote control application to be effective. If a user switches to another application or uses the smart device in any other way, they must then "switch back" to the remote control application in order to produce and transmit control signals. For users who "multi-task", this can be very inconvenient, distracting and time consuming.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] To effectively utilize the power of modern day smart devices, and to provide convenient operation of controlled equipment, the systems of the present invention coordinate the operation of an additional "basic" remote control in conjunction with the smart device. In one exemplary use, the smart device is initially used to configure the controlled components and to issue initial control signals. The system will recognize the desired actions/settings, and configure the "basic" or companion remote to operate in parallel. In this configuration, the user will have instant access to typical controls (e.g. play, stop, pause, vol. +, vol. -, etc.) while also allowing for alternative use of the smart device.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] Further objects and advantages of the present invention can be seen from reading the following detailed description of the preferred embodiments, in conjunction with the drawings in which:

[0010] Fig. 1 is an exemplary schematic diagram illustrating various components of an overall companion remote control system utilizing a smart device.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0011] Described below is an exemplary embodiment of the present invention along with a discussion of various features and capabilities. In this exemplary system, various components are shown for purposes of illustrating the overall operation of the present invention. It is understood, however, that modifications, substitutions and changes in actual components may be made without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention.

[0012] Referring to Fig. 1, a central component of control system setup 10 is a control processor 50, which includes multiple input and output ports, thus providing for flexible communication capabilities with various components. It is to be understood that control processor 50 may take many forms including a stand-alone device or a portion of a larger device or system. In communication with control processor 50 are a hand-held companion remote 20, a local area network 70 and one or more controlled components 60. As examples, controlled components may include items such as televisions, DVD players/recorders, CD players/recorders, tuners, other audiovisual entertainment devices, thermostats and other controllable environmental devices. As suggested above, control processor 50 includes a microprocessor or microcontroller capable of coordinating operation of the entire control system setup 10.

[0013] Control system setup 10 also includes a smart device 30 capable of communicating with the local area network 70 through a wireless network access point 40. It will be understood that this communication with the network could also
be achieved using alternative communication methods, such as Bluetooth, Zigbee, cellular networks (e.g. 3G), etc. The smart device 30 includes any programmable "smart" device, preferably having a touch screen graphical interface. Again, these may include smart phones (i.e., Android™, iPhone™, Blackberry™, etc.), tablets, laptops or other personal computers. One or more of these types of devices are readily available in many homes in the United States, making them a low cost option for interfacing with the control processor 50.

[0014] Unfortunately, these types of smart devices 30 have poor ergonomics for control tasks that require frequent interaction with the interface (e.g. volume adjustment, channel changing, stop, play, etc.) In addition, the smart device 30 may not be readily available at every moment when someone desires to interface with the control processor 50. This is often due to the smart device 30 being powered down, being used by another person or being used for another task, such as talking on the phone.

[0015] The companion remote 20 resolves these issues when used in conjunction with a smart device 30. A software application 32, commonly referred to as an "app," is designed to run on a general purpose smart device 30. Variations in the app 32 are available to conform the app 32 to the requirements of the different smart device platforms. Among other functions, the app 32 communicates with the control processor 50 via a wireless signal 35 to a network access point 40, which has a connection 45 to the local area network 70. Also in communication with the network 70 is a control processor 50 (connected via connection 75.) Typically, this network is configured as a home WIFI network using well known wireless equipment. Again, many different connection techniques could be used, such as those using cellular signals, bluetooth signals, etc. It is also possible for smart device 30 to be hardwire connected to local area network 70 via appropriate cables (not shown). The app 32 provides easy, user-friendly graphic interface screens for users to indicate their choice of controlled components 60, and to view status feedback, metadata, etc. from controlled components 60.
Companion remote 20 is not programmable in the same manner, and does not need to be configured by the user. It does, however, require a unique identification number embedded in the hardware or internal software. In addition, companion remote 20 includes a number of well understood and common control buttons, and includes appropriate communication programming to transmit the users desired actions to control processor 50. Activation of the various buttons on companion remote 20 results in a unique identifiable signal to be transmitted which is recognized by control processor 50. Companion remote 20 communicates with control processor 50 via any appropriate communication method 25, including but not limited to one-way RF, bi-directional RF, infrared, hardwired, etc. Control processor 50 stores all of the command data and thus communicates the needed commands to the controlled components 60 through any suitable communication methods 65, such as infrared, RS-232, etc. Control processor 50 keeps track of selected controlled component(s) 60 and generally coordinates the transmission of appropriate signals to all related devices. Using stored programming, control processor 50 also correlates the button presses on the companion remote 20 with the commands for the currently selected controlled component 60.

All of the configurations and choices concerning the available controlled components 60 are handled with the easy-to-use graphic interface on the smart device 30. Using stored app 32, smart device 30 continues to provide the ability to control any of the controlled components 60. In use, control processor 50 will help to coordinate signals coming from smart device 30 in order to provide the control functions desired, and to provide overall coordination for control system setup 10. In addition, control processor 50 interprets the command choices received from companion remote 20 as if companion remote 20 was dedicated only to that particular selected controlled component 60. Control processor 50 then sends the appropriate instructions to controlled component 60 based on the received commands from companion remote 20. However, when the user makes another choice of controlled component 60, companion remote 20 becomes a dedicated
command device for the newly selected controlled component 60 through the interpretation by control processor 50.

[0018] The present invention provides a unique solution having all the elements of a robust, high-end control system. It provides a rich graphical interface, user friendly ergonomics and highly reliable operation in a seamless, low cost package. The three primary components of the invention, companion remote 30, programmable control processor 50 and the software application are versatile and easily adjusted to fit a user's needs. Using the coordinated companion remote also reduces, if not eliminates, the frustration of today's complex and confusing universal remote controls.

[0019] Those skilled in the art will further appreciate that the present invention may be embodied in other specific forms without departing from the spirit or central attributes thereof. In that the foregoing description of the present invention discloses only exemplary embodiments thereof, it is to be understood that other variations are contemplated as being within the scope of the present invention. Accordingly, the present invention is not limited in the particular embodiments which have been described in detail therein. Rather, reference should be made to the appended claims as indicative of the scope and content of the present invention.
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A companion remote control system to be used with a smart device for controlling a plurality of controlled components, the system comprising:
   a companion remote control unit configured for remote communication, the companion remote control unit providing a predetermined set of labeled buttons for a user desiring to interact with a controlled component;
   a software application configured for running on the smart device, the software application providing a graphical interface for the user to select a desired controlled component from the plurality of controlled components; and
   a control processor capable of communicating with the companion remote, the smart device and the controlled components, the control processor programmed to correlate the user commands received from the companion remote to appropriate instructions for the controlled component selection received from the smart device, with the control processor instructing the controlled component based on those commands, thereby allowing the user to interact with the selected controlled component using the companion remote as if the companion remote was dedicated to that controlled component.

2. The control system of claim 1 wherein the control processor is programmed to re-correlate the user commands received from the companion remote to appropriate instructions for a different controlled component upon receipt from the smart device of a changed selection of controlled component.

3. The control system of claim 2 wherein the selections of controlled components are received by the control processor from the smart device via a local area network.

4. The control system of claim 1 wherein the smart device communicates with the local area network, and thus the control processor, using wireless signals.
5. The control system of claim 1 wherein the companion remote includes a unique identification number but is not capable of being programmed for use with different controlled components.

6. The control system of claim 1 wherein the software application is configurable for simultaneously running on a plurality of different smart devices.

7. A method of controlling a plurality of controlled components using a companion remote control system in conjunction with smart devices, the method comprising:
   - providing a companion remote control unit configured for remote communication, the companion remote control unit presenting command options for a user desiring to interact with a controlled component;
   - providing a software application configured for running on a smart device, the software application creating a graphical interface for the user to select a desired controlled component from the plurality of controlled components;
   - providing a control processor capable of communication with the companion remote, the smart device and the controlled components;
   - programming the control processor to correlate the user commands received from the companion remote to appropriate instructions for the controlled component selection received from the smart device; and
   - instructing the controlled component based on those commands, thereby allowing the user to interact with the selected controlled component using the companion remote as if the companion remote was dedicated to that controlled component.

8. The method of claim 7 further comprising programming the control processor to re-correlate the user commands received from the companion remote to appropriate instructions for a different controlled component upon receipt from the smart device of a different selection of controlled component.
9. The method of claim 8 wherein the control processor receives the selections of controlled components from the smart device via a local area network.

10. The method of claim 7 wherein the control processor receives the selection of the controlled component from the smart device via a local area network and wherein the smart device communicates with the local area network, and thus the control processor, using wireless signals.

11. The method of claim 7 wherein the companion remote includes a unique identification number and a plurality of buttons having predetermined labels and wherein the activation of the plurality of buttons produces a corresponding set of predetermined signals to be transmitted from the companion remote.

12. The method of claim 7 wherein the software application is configurable for simultaneously running on a plurality of different smart devices.

13. A system for providing the coordinated control of controlled components using alternative interfaces including a smart device which has the ability to provide control signals via a network to the controlled components, the system comprising:
   
a companion remote having a plurality of defined interface buttons, a transmitter and a microcontroller, wherein the microcontroller coordinates the transmission of control signals which correspond to the defined interface buttons; and

a control processor having a memory, a network connection and a receiver, the memory storing programming to coordinate the overall control of the controlled components based upon signals received from the companion remote and the smart device, wherein the control processor receives signals from the smart device via the network connection and establishes a selected controlled component, and wherein the control processor further receives signals from the companion remote via the receiver, the stored programming
thus processing the received signals to provide appropriate signals to the
selected controlled component to achieve the desired operation.

14. The system of claim 13 wherein the selected controlled component is
selected by a user interfacing with the smart device and the control processor
receiving appropriate signals via the network interface.

15. The system of claim 13 wherein the transmitter of the companion remote and
the receiver of the control processor are configured for communication with one
another using communication techniques selected from the group of rf wireless
signals, ir wireless signals, wired signals, Bluetooth signals, zigbee signals or
network communication.

16. The system of claim 13 wherein the companion remote includes a unique
identification number identifiable by the control processor.
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